Abstract. This paper is devoted to the problem of representing all solutions of certain homogeneous convolution equations through series of exponential polynomials. This representation is sought in the dual space Jl' of a function space ^ñ, the latter consisting of entire functions satisfying growth conditions in horizontal directions. The space J( is a Fréchet space, which fact permits a simpler and more thorough treatment than that given in the paper [1] . The technique used here is based upon a method developed by L. Ehrenpreis [5] and V. P. Palamodov [3] in the theory of differential equations with constant coefficients. We map the Fourier transform space 3PJI into a space of sequences,
In a recent paper [1] we have studied mean-periodic distributions that act in a certain fundamental space M of holomorphic functions. The principal result of the first chapter of that paper was the spectral analysis and synthesis of such distributions ; in fact, it was shown that the formal series of exponentials associated with a mean-periodic element belonging to the dual space M' of M is uniformly convergent on each set of a reasonable class of bounded sets of the fundamental space M.
The present paper, which is entirely new and independent of [1] , deals with a closely related problem in a simpler way. The simplification arises by taking advantage of a natural extension of a method used by V. P. Palamodov in the theory of differential equations with constant coefficients (cf. [3] , which contains ample bibliographical and historical references) and by operating in a fundamental space J( of simpler structure than the space M of [1] . The present space Jt is a Fréchet space (a projective limit of Banach spaces), whereas M was a mixed projectiveinductive limit.
The fundamental space Ji.
Let us fix a positive number a once and for all. We shall systematically denote the Fourier transform of an integrable function defined on the real line R by the corresponding capital letter; thus 3Fyix) = (D(x) = f <pit)eixt dt.
Let Ji denote the vector space of all entire functions m such that the corresponding Fourier transforms M are holomorphic in the horizontal strip A = {z = x+iy : \y\ < a}, and satisfy der 0) \\M\\kn= sup \\Mix + iy)ek^\\ < co
IvISu-l/n for all positive integers k and «. The norm appearing in the right-hand member of (1) is that of the classical Lebesgue space L2 over the real line R.
We put ||w||fcn= ||A/||kn, VA:, «, in order to obtain a Fréchet space Ji.
Let us remark at once that the space Ji is invariant under real translations.
Indeed, if <p e Ji and <p{(f) = (pit -Ç), £ real, we have &i<pt)ix + iy) = eilx + iy)í^r<pix + iy) and sup \\&~i<p,)ix + iy)ekM\\ S eai sup \\3F<pix+iy)ekM\\ < co.
It is then clear that the dual space Ji' also admits real translations. We can therefore define an element A e Ji' to be mean-periodic in Ji' if the closed linear span of the set of translates {\( : f e R} is strictly contained in Ji'. Here, on account of convexity, it makes no difference whether we take the weakly or strongly closed linear span.
It is also clear that Ji is an algebra under convolution on R. We aim to prove the following theorem concerning the space Ji, which characterises the mean-periodic distributions in Ji' through their harmonic analysis.
Theorem. Each mean-periodic element A in the dual space Ji' is the sum of a weakly convergent series
where {AJfc = li2t... is a sequence of complex numbers ithe spectrum of A) contained in a horizontal strip {\y\ <a'}, a' <a, strictly contained in A and {pk} is a sequence of positive integers ipk is the multiplicity of \k). The sequence {Xk} coincides with the set of zeros of a function M0 e!FJi which vanishes at Xk with multiplicity pk. The coefficient sequence {crk} satisfies a growth condition (3) 2 lCrtl Wv* exP (-ff lRe A*D < °°> 3a < °°> where {Wqrk} is an explicitly determined sequence depending only upon the number q and upon the sequence {Ak}. The three sequences {Ak}, {pk}, {crk} are uniquely determined by A.
Conversely, if A e M' is the sum of a weakly convergent series (2) such that the growth condition (3) is satisfied, and if there is a function M0 eiFJt which vanishes at \k with multiplicity pk, then A is mean-periodic in JÍ'.
A series of lemmas. An essential part of the proof is contained in the following lemmas, of which the most delicate is Lemma 3. 1L2 (4) z-><A, l/(z-f)>, but it should be realised that the Cauchy kernel f-s-l/(z -t) does not belong to the space !FJ( in which A acts. We shall need (4) later on even for some points z situated inside the strip A. Hence some attention has to be given to extending A properly, so that (4) will make sense. Since A is continuous in the Fréchet topology given by the family of norms (1), A is bounded on some neighborhood of 0, \M ||kn^ 1, 3k, n. By the Cauchy integral formula, we can suppose k and n to be such that A is bounded on a ball def (5) ll|Jtf|||fcn= sup |M(z)efc|Re2l| ^ 1, Me&Jl.
|Imz:|^a -1/n Let Bkn denote the Banach space of all functions F continuous for \y\ ^a-l/n, holomorphic for \y\<a-l/n, such that ||| F|||kn<oo. Then A can be extended to a continuous linear form on Bkn. We fix such an extension, denoted again by A.
Let M0 be a function of !FJt and consider the factorisation (6) M0 = B0Mt, [June where B0 is the Blaschke product relative to any horizontal strip Hv=>Hn (v>«) over the zeros of M0 lying in 77v (2) . We can suppose that \B\ = 1 on the boundary 8HV. Since M1 has no zeros in 77v, let (7) M2 = y/Mi on 77v.
Then (8) III M0/M2 \\\kn < co.
Define, using the extension of A to the space Bkn,
There exists a constant Ckn such that the inequality
holds if ze 77v\77n and dist (z, 77n) à a > 0.
Proof. By definition, M2(z)L(z) = (A, M2/(z -t)}, where z runs over the two horizontal strips 77v\77n near the boundary of A, and where M2 is related to M0 through (6) and (7). Since M2 e Bkn so that t -> M2(t)/(z-t) e Bkn (z e Hv\Hn) as well, and since A is a continuous linear form on the Banach space Bkn, we obtain the bound Proof. The proof consists in justifying the following two equalities:
The second equality follows at once from the Cauchy integral representation
which is certainly valid in view of (8).
As for the first equality, the integral on the left certainly exists, by Lemma 2. On the other hand, the Riemann sums for the integral (12), multiplied by M2, converge in the norm of Bkn (cf. the proof of Lemma 1), and the first equality follows. By continuity, (13) continues to hold for all points £ outside the strip Hv bounded by T. After a conformai mapping of Hr we can replace (13) by a Cauchy integral over the unit circle which vanishes identically outside the unit circle. Therefore the numerator of the integrand must have an analytic extension to the interior of the unit circle. Mapping back, it follows that the product LMM0 has an analytic extension over the strip Hr; since M can be any function of !FJi, this implies that LM0 has an analytic extension over Hr^>Hn, as asserted. Proof of the theorem. Let A denote any mean-periodic distribution in M'. Then there exists a nontrivial element m0eJi such that <A, (njo^^O, Vf e R. According to Lemma 1, this implies that <A, m0 * m) = 0, Vw e JÍ. Taking Fourier transforms, it follows that <A, M0M} =0, VM e !FJ(. Consider now the function L defined by This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem.
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The converse part is trivial. For suppose that sequences {Ak}, {pk}, {crk} appearing in a weakly convergent expansion (2) of an element A e Jt' are given, where {cTk} e S' and {Ak}, {pk} are the zeros with multiplicities of some function M0 e .<FJt. Put <A, o-> = 2 crkark, o-eS.
k.r
The proof of Lemma 6 remains valid, so we can pull back A to a continuous linear form on !FJi acting according to the formula <A, T> = 2 crk^\\k).
In particular, for the function M0 e !FJt which vanishes as stated, we have < A, M0y = 0, as well as (25) <A, M0eiaxy = 0, Va e R.
Going over to \ = ¿F~1A, this means that A is orthogonal to all translates of m0 =&r~1M0; i.e. A is mean-periodic in Ji'.
